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Local Fishermen Share Knowledge
with Hesquiaht Students
Students at Hesquiaht Elementary appreciates hearing from the respect for their history. “[Charlie
School are learning that the meals fishermen, many of whom are Lucas] was talking about how
available in their Nation’s territory Hesquiaht elders. “Our first guest they used what they had off the
weren’t always purchased from was saying how he used to be on land, how they made their hooks
a grocery store. Thanks to a the water all the time,” says Tom, and made their lines. It shows
partnership between their local “and now you don’t see any of our the children a different picture of
school, Hesquiaht Fisheries, the kids on the water … [The visits] what it used to be like, instead of
Raincoast Education Society, and
going to the store and purchasing
Uu-a-thluk, students are learning
something and going fishing…It’s
about traditional foods and
really useful for the kids to see
fishing directly from Hesquiaht
what their grandparents had to do
fishermen.
to survive.”
“It’s a definite benefit for
Funded in part by The
the children as well as the teachers
Clayoquot
Biosphere
Trust,
and staff,” says teacher Crystal
the program developed out of
Tom of the program, which sees
Hesquiaht’s strategic plan for
unemployed or underemployed
fisheries. Back in March of 2007,
fishermen visiting her class every
the Nation came together to decide
two weeks. “My top priority is for
on their most important fisheries
the elders to come in and for the
issues. Educating youth about the
Charlie Lucas
students to get in touch
spirituality, history, and
with the past…They’re ...project proponents see the program enhancing traditions of traditional
a bit thrown back at first, youth interest in fisheries issues while providing and
current
fishing
but once they get used to an opportunity for older fishermen to pass on practices emerged as the
the idea of getting elders their knowledge to youth.
highest priority for youth
in and getting to talk to
involvement. Hesquiaht
them, they really enjoy the visits.”
members hope this priority will
help revitalize fishing and other
Starting last month,
students from Tom’s kindergarten
related professions.
to grade seven class began to hear
Although these results
about subjects like traditional
may take some time to measure,
fishing techniques and clam
project proponents see the
digging from Hesquiaht fishermen.
program enhancing youth interest
Guests like Charlie Lucas and
in fisheries issues while providing
Larry Paul talked with the students
an opportunity for older fishermen
about fishing and harvesting
to pass on their knowledge to
technologies and how they have
youth. They also like the fact
changed over the years. The long
that participating fishermen are
Larry Paul
range goal of the program is for
appropriately compensated. As the
the class and their visitors to bring knowledge to the kids. They program grows, the partners will
experience their territory first- hear it from their parents, but it’s continue to work on a curriculum
hand, on foot or in boats. “We have more in-depth with the elders for the program that includes
a plan,” says Uu-a-thluk Central because they actually grew up in a traditional teachings, art projects,
Region Biologist Katie Beach, “to time when there really was nothing fishing vessel tours, a beach clean
start with short walks on the beach but seafood.”
up, and other exciting ideas.
and intertidal area, then hopefully
Nathan Tom particularly Hesquiaht members who would
get the students out on Hesquiaht enjoys watching the children like to make suggestions or get
boats.”
make the connection between the involved in the program should
Teacher’s
Assistant past and the present. Describing contact Sue Charleson at 250-670Nathan Tom (husband a recent visit, he notes how the 1153.
to Crystal) also elders increase the students’
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